
Heavy Gauge Abstracts 
 
Tuesday, September 10 
10 a.m.-11 a.m. 
Advances in Machinery 
Session Moderator: Todd Harrell, Plastics Machinery Group 
 
Presentations include: 
 
Automation in Heavy Gauge     Paul Ryan Alongi, MAAC Machinery 
Machinery Rebuilds and Upgrades Steve Clark, Monark Equipment Technologies 
Clamp Frame Technology – Articulating, Adjustable & Zoned Doug Parmele, Modern Machinery 
High Speed and Format Flexible Heavy Gauge Machines  Sven Engelmann, ILLIG Maschinenbau GmbH 
 
1:15 p.m.-2:15 p.m. 
Automation in the Future 
Session Moderator:  Ian Munnoch, MSA Components 
 
Automation, Industry 4.0, data collection and new equipment that assists in the automation process:  these are all parts 
of the evolving industrial puzzle. As we grapple with increasing labor force challenges, growing competition from other 
plastic processes, and the need to provide ever-better quality to our customers, we still need to improve the bottom 
line. 
 
Which roles will automation play in this dynamic environment? 
 
Join us as we pull back the curtain to reveal the roles of automation in the thermoforming industry of the future. This 
panel of industry experts has many years of expertise in the development of equipment innovations, data collection, and 
the introduction of automation into the industrial workplace. Bring your questions to get solutions to the challenges 
your organization faces. 
 
Panelists include:  John Farney, ACS Group  
   Zvi Rapaport, Cannon USA 
   Willem Sundblad, Oden Technologies   
 
2:30 p.m.-3:30 p.m. 
Trim Tooling – The Good, The Bad, The Ugly 
Session Moderator:  Ken Griep, Portage Casting & Mold 
Inaccuracies cost money and time, and lessen the advantages of repeatability –  
Your parts will only be as good as the fixtures they are sitting in and the equipment and setups that run them 
 
We, the processors of the world, are constantly dealing with problems and challenges.  One of our greatest challenges is 
secondary trimming of parts.  So much careful thought and planning needs to take place when finishing formed parts!  
We often consider the upfront capital expense to start the project, but we more often neglect the overall project cost 
and the total program cost, which has the greatest impact on profit.  Usually we only have one opportunity to present 
total cost to our customer before being awarded the opportunity.  After we get the job, we then begin to dig deeper into 
the project and wind up asking ourselves, “Have we made any money yet!?” and “ Where did we go wrong?” 
 
This panel discussion will provide awareness to our customers, enhance the industry’s overall position and level the 
playing field.  The direct benefit is to create a common level of tooling awareness and requirements.  With the right 
tools, we can complete more tasks with fewer people.  “Eliminate the babysitting factor, and increase your profits!”   
 
 
 



Expert Panel: 
1. Ken Griep, Portage Casting & Mold:  Tool designer/tool maker expert 
2. Eric Stelter, Everbrite:  Processor 
3. Patrick Cain, General Plastics:  Processor 

 
4 p.m.-5 p.m. 
What’s Your Problem?!? 
Session Moderator:  Jim Arnet, Hagans Plastics 
 
Have you ever had a problem that you just can’t figure out? 
 
You think and think, but the answer just won’t come to you.  One of those problems that you really don’t want to ask 
other people about.  Well, we are here to help you out.   
 
Our panel of industry experts with untold years of experience (mainly because they don’t want you to know how long 
they’ve been doing this, which would show their age, but it’s a lot) will answer your heavy gauge thermoforming 
questions. 
 
This will not be just a question/answer session, but a true collaboration among all audience participants.  What has 
worked for one may not work for all, so we want everyone to be involved to help answer the nagging questions that 
arise. 
 
We expect a spirited and enlightening conversation!  We are all here to learn, and to teach.  As the saying goes, “There 
are no stupid questions.”   
 
Wednesday, September 11 
10 a.m.-11 a.m. 
Selecting an ABS Resin To Achieve Greater Performance and Satisfaction in Thermoforming 
Jonathan Baldwin, Trinseo  
Session Moderator:  Steve Clark, Monark Equipment 
All Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS) is not the same.  Trinseo, a global manufacturer of plastics, will discuss the two 
methods of ABS production – a traditional emulsion method and the alternative mass polymerization process – 
comparing the two and discussing benefits of each.   
 
Referring to recent research, Trinseo will discuss performance attributes: purity, levels of volatiles, thermal stability, 
colorability, and UV weathering performance, and discuss why these attributes are critical for manufacturers and 
processors to recognize so they can best support end-user customers.   
 
About Jonathan Baldwin 
Jon Baldwin is on Trinseo’s Technical Service & Development (TS&D) team in North America.  He is responsible for 
providing technical expertise and support for Trinseo’s Performance Plastics business by driving product and new 
application qualification, specifically for Trinseo’s MAGNUM™ ABS products and compounds which are distinct in the 
marketplace because of their mass polymerization production method.  
 
Jon has a breadth of industry experience in the specialty plastics and compounds businesses.  Prior to his involvement 
with Trinseo, he worked for Techmer PM, a specialty compounder, as analytical lab manager and product development 
engineer.  He also worked with PolyOne and Standridge Color Corporation.   
 
Jon holds a materials science and engineering degree from the Georgia Institute of Technology.  He works virtually from 
the Atlanta area, and shares his time with Trinseo’s Midland, Michigan Plastics team and the company’s ABS production 
plant, also in Midland.   
 



11:15 a.m-12 p.m. 
Sea-Doo®:  When Fun Meets Thermoforming 
Session Moderator:  Mauro Fae’  
  
Fun-lovers and watersports enthusiasts demand a sleek, modern design that incorporates state-of-the-art safety 
features in their personal water equipment.  Bombardier Recreational Products (BRP), the customer, sought an 
innovative approach to the production of their Sea-Doo® personal watercraft that paired new materials with novel 
manufacturing technology to meet these market demands. 
 
A team comprised of BRP, the customer, Plastik MP, the thermoformer, and Self, the tool maker, worked together on 
the thermoformed shells to revamp the Sea-Doo® hull and deck. 
 
Different aspects of the product and the process were analysed, and several options were considered before arriving at 
the final mold design:  it was precise, but flexible enough to offer freedom to the processor.  
 
The collaboration between all team members – from proactive processing and tool engineering design, to 
anticipating potential problems which required immediate resolution – resulted in the successful production of a 
challenging application. 
 
This panel discussion will include the company insiders who developed and executed this project. 
 
Panelists include: 
 
Claudio Bottos, Self Group (Tool maker) 
Daniel Pelchat, Plastik MP (Processor) 
Benoit Larose, BRP (Bombardier Recreational Products – OEM, Customer) 
 
1:15 p.m.-2:15 p.m.  
Advances in Materials 
Session Moderator: Roger Jean, SIMONA PMC  
 
Eric Short, SIMONA PMC 
The material innovation introduces PremierCap – a TPO cap product developed by SIMONA PMC to successfully address 
the phenomenon of thermoformed field part “whitening.”  Popular monolayer filled TPOs, despite being heavily loaded 
with UV stabilizers, have from-time-to-time, exhibited discoloration similar to UV failure in parts exposed to the 
elements.  The study to understand this issue, and subsequent development of a solution, is highlighted in this 
presentation. 
 
Samantha Stacy, SIMON PMC 
This presentation discusses the results of a study on the potential factors related to stress whitening of TPO materials.  
Many colors of TPO parts, particularly grays, display whitening or blushing when subjected to an impact.  The study 
investigates three variables for their statistical connection to the severity of stress whitening on formed parts. 
 
3:15 p.m.-4 p.m.  
Cliff Pettey, INEOS  
Innovations In Multilayer Styrenic Structures 
The purpose of the presentation will be to discuss the following topics: 
  
Innovations in ABS manufacturing process, differences between mass and emulsion ABS. 
Value-added multi-layer structures that provide improvements in gloss, UV resistance etc. 
Impact of multi-layer structure regrind streams on the physical properties of the core layer(s) 
Comparative results of the same structures, but 5 layers versus 3 layers. 
  



The presentation will be technical in scope, and focused on practical implementation of the presented data on customer 
applications.   
 
About Cliff Pettey 
Cliff Pettey is currently Market Development Manager, Americas, for ABS at INEOS Styrolution.  Cliff has more than 20 
years of experience in rigid and flexible packaging markets, consumer durables and polymer additives. 
 
Prior to joining INEOS Stylrolution Americas, LLC, Cliff worked for Chevron Phillips Chemical Company.  He has a B.S. in 
Chemical Engineering with a specialization in Polymer Engineering from the University of Akron and received his MBA 
from Ohio University. 
 
4:15 p.m.-5 p.m.  
Session Moderator:  Ed Probst, Probst Plastics Consulting 
 
Soft Tooing - Are You Missing The Boat? 
Has your engineering or production department said:  NO SOFT TOOLING!  
 
For decades soft or temporary tooling has been considered a “sub-optimal” choice by many thermoformers.  But even in 
today’s market of quick-turn castings and high-speed machining, the use of soft tooling continues to serve many 
thermoforming markets.  
 
Is the rest of the industry missing something?  Join us as we ask our expert panel to explain how and why 
thermoformers and OEMs continue to find a competitive advantage with soft tooling. 
 
Expert Panel 
1. Phil Troyer, PTE Polymers 
2. Nick Castelucci, J&M Enterprises  
3. Dan Sproles, Sproles Plastics Consulting 
4. Ian Munnoch, MSA Components 
 
 
 
 


